Feedback by participants – IISE 2018



10/5/18, 19:01 - Capt R K Malik Airport: MOS for Home Affairs
visited AAI stall in Pragati Maidan.



10/5/18, 19:01 - Capt R K Malik Airport: GM security briefing
about Airport security showcase in the 21st India International
Security Expo 2018.



10/5/18, 19:30 - Aax Gobal: Every year at IISE we try & bring a
new product model or a better variant.



This year, we have improved on our Pepper Grenade to an effect
that it can on its own rise up to 5-6 ft & hover around for a few
seconds spreading the Spray 360°.



To the best of our knowledge, this *lift & hover* effect has been
achieved for the first time worldwide.��



Rana Singh, Aax Global, Bangalore PH: 09342537713 Email:
cobra_sds@yahoo.co.in



10/5/18, 20:49 - GM Security: Thnx Sir.Your appreciation matters
a lot to us.�



10/5/18, 20:51 - K K Goyal MSME: Mr Vashisht, Mrs Nandini and
the team Congratulations for the new format of Security Expo with
lots of innovative ideas...Roping Intl agencies, creating this
WhatsApp group, *service with smile* attitude, almost 24 hrs help,
and restricting crowd to visitors with genuine serious business
interest...



10/5/18, 20:54 - GM Security: Thnx a lot sir.Thnx for yr valuable
guidance given to us time to time.



10/5/18, 20:56 - K K Goyal MSME: We noticed the exhibitors and
visitors interacting comfortably... a rare scene in most exhibitions



10/5/18, 21:00 - Nandni: �Thanks Sir for your motivation



10/5/18, 21:01 - Ajay Gupta, SRG: Very good flow sir ... Cheers



10/5/18, 21:33 - K K Goyal MSME: I believe this can increase the
biz potential of participants through mutual support... One can
give some biz leads to others without affecting one's own
business adversely.



10/5/18, 23:41 - GM Security: Pl pay attention this is very
important.Tomorrow a lot of meaningful senior officers will be
visiting for the show.They will b coming in civil dress so you will
have to identify them.Pl go thru the seminar schedule given in this
group.Also I request everyone to pl dont focus only to your booth
rather actively participate in the seminar and involve in question
answer session after seminar.Let the senior officers have feeling
that they are among the educated and experinced exhibitors who
are really taking interest to meet out the requirement of end
users.Pl utilize these two days completely for interaction that will
help to have liaisioning with meaningful persons for the whole
year.



10/6/18, 00:50 - Rumela Roy ITPO: Big congratulations sir to you
and your team of iise 2018.next year Eastern region will have
bigger display.



Thanks



10/6/18, 08:21 - Applied: Congratulations Team ITPO ,under
Vasisthji for making only on YouTube



It’s a real professional approach .



10/6/18, 08:50 - Aax Gobal: Does anyone have a vernier caliper
or screw gauge at the expo.... Need it for a few months today



10/6/18, 09:01 - Applied: Thanks



10/6/18, 09:02 - Chakra Security: Thanks



10/6/18, 10:24 - GM Security: Pl go thru the seminar schedule.pl
b at seminar hall by 1050.i also request to ask questions after
speak so that speakers feel that exhibitors are actively
participating.



10/6/18, 12:33 - RK Sons: Rk and sons is a regular supplier of
high technology solutions in prime areas of defence and security.
The equipment is being perennially being supplied to defense
forces,police and para military as per their modernize and

innovative requirements. Our speciality is in the field of latest and
upgraded BOMB SUIT, TACTICAL SEARCH SUIT, BOMB
BLANKET,
WATER
JET
DISRUPTOR,
ELECTRONIC
EXPLODER, DEEP SEARCH METAL DETECTOR, DUAL
SENSOR/ GPR (GROUND PENETRATING RADAR), BOOT
ANTIMINE,
SNIPER
RIFLE,
PORTABLE
X-RAY
MACHINE(RTVS), THRU WALL RADAR. We are arduous and
keep our self's updated to provisioning the latest and modern
equipment as obtaining in the global market.


RK AND SONS.



10/6/18, 13:11 - +91 90139 05973: Thanks, I will visit your stall on
7th. BS AGRAWAL IOFS Ex Director, OF Board MOD



10/6/18, 13:11 - +91 90139 05973: I would like to attend the
session. BS AGRAWAL IOFS Ex Director OF Board MOD..



10/6/18, 15:58 - Yogender Sharma OFB: Congratulations sir��
keep it up. Behind of this is only u r great efforts....



10/6/18, 17:11 - GM Security: Thnx dear



10/7/18, 10:15 - GM Security: JS (PM) MHA will also arrive at
1100.Today delegation of BSF and SSB coming.In afternoon
officers of all the CAPF will be present.



10/7/18, 10:16 - Capt R K Malik Airport: Good morning We will be
there



10/7/18, 10:36 - Applied: Wow



10/7/18, 10:40 - Sanchar Communication: Ajai ji , can you please
advise chief guest and other delegates to visit stalls.



10/7/18, 11:07 - Aax Gobal: Sir, pls request & ensure that JS(PM)
does a full round of the Expo��



10/7/18, 11:22 - GM Security: Lt General Gurmeet singh arriving
within 5 min



10/7/18, 12:05 - GM Security: ADG CID Haryana police will arrive
at 0130.



10/7/18, 12:47 - Yogender Sharma OFB: Very good response by
the visitors



10/7/18, 14:16 - Aax Gobal: Excellent day at IISE...



Sh.Vivek Bharadwaj, JS(PM) visited our stall & gave us a patient
hearing of around 15mnts... Saw & understood the complete
range of products, took feedback on industry grievance & also
Enjoyed a few lighter moments.



Thank you Team IISE & Ajay Ji��



10/7/18, 16:22 - Sanchar Communication: Congratulations and
thanks to ITPO team for a successful show.



10/7/18, 17:49 - Sachin Siemens: Congratulations for successful
event!!!



10/7/18, 17:57 - MKU: Heartiest Congratulations to Vivek
Bhardwaj Sir and Ajay Vashist Sir for the hard efforts.



Especially the Seminars were very enlightening to all the Industry
members.



We should continue to hold meetings under the leadership of
MHA to address the challenges on User and Industry side



10/7/18, 18:09 - RK Sons: I agree. IISE ROCKS



10/7/18, 18:59 - DIG BSF Tekkanpur: ��Congratulations to
organisers of IISExpo 2018, specially Mr. Ajay Vashist, GM,
Mrs.Nandini Bhatra and their ITPO team for successful conduct of
this Expo.����Our Best Wishes for all their future endeavours
��



10/7/18, 19:11 - GM Security: I request all the participants to pl
give their honest reviews.



10/7/18, 19:14 - +91 95999 71711: You have displayed amazing
strength and vigour. Congratulations.



10/7/18, 19:15 - Ajay Gupta, SRG: I think that those who did not
participate missed a great opportunity .. Cheers and thanks for all
the efforts



10/7/18, 19:16 - RK Sons: It was one of the most successful
shows that was attended by RK and sons , we have rich
experience of participating in exhibitions since 1998, never ever
we had a platform to voice or raise our concerns and got the
response from the government so proactive positive. I must
appreciate the hard work done by team India International
Security Expo to make this event successful . I will not count the
number of visitors because we are in a very special area we deal
with security equipments and our customers are the government
officials I am very happy very glad and very thankful to India
International Security Expo team to have given me a place to
present ,demonstrate and display my products thank you.



10/7/18, 19:18 - MKU: I ditto that....



Its the Industry who has to come forward to support the ITPO and
MHA initiative.



I feel same applies to all End Users as well. They need to be
present in more numbers to get idea of what Industry is capable
of offering.



10/7/18, 20:45 - K K Goyal MSME: Congrats to IISE 2018 team,
especially Mr Vashishtha n Mrs Nandini, for organising a
wonderful event. You took the challenge and showed the mettle.



Exhibition was very useful, focused and crisp. Stall owners
displayed their capabilities to the visitors, who also took keen
interest.



Those who didn't participate, must have missed a lot.



Now it's the time to maximize benefits by post-event follow ups...



���



10/7/18, 20:53 - Runflat Tire: We have had a fairly good exhibition
and it was because of Nandini madams support and it would have
been icing on the cake if we have had the opportunity if we knew
who was visiting the exhibition before hand one they enter into
exhibition, only my thoughts may be next time



10/7/18, 20:54 - Runflat Tire: Itpo keep it up and you have done a
good job to best of your capabilities and resources, thank you



10/7/18, 20:55 - Runflat Tire: I hope my own money was spent
wisely



10/7/18, 21:02 - Yogender Sharma OFB: ��



10/7/18, 21:02 - Nirvana Group IISE18: Here I would especially
like to thank Ms. Nandini Batra for being very helpful and kind in
every situation possible.



Thank you so much for your help and for making this exhibition so
much beneficial for every exhibitor I guess and I believe
everybody has capitalised this exhibition in a great way



10/7/18, 21:24 - Nandni: �ITPO value it's participants and will
always provide a valuable platform to make the exhibitions a
meaningful platform for all Policymakers, exhibitors and end
users.
To make this event successful our Executive Director,
and Mr. Vashist has constantly monitored the event with minutest
details. We feel blessed to work under their guidance.



10/7/18, 21:27 - Chakra Security: Nandini Madam, Appreciate
your support during the event. This was our first time with ITPO
and the event went were well, we got lot of demo requests and
our products were appreciated.



10/7/18, 21:56 - Punj Lloyd IISE 18: Team Punj Lloyd Raksha
thank Mr Vashist and Ms Nandini Batra and their team for all the
support all through the event ... we also appreciate their personal
involvement at each stage .... it was a very well planned,
organised and executed event .. we had lot's of interaction with
end users and an opportunity to showcase our product line Warm Regards - RK Sharma



10/9/18, 22:40 - Rumela Roy ITPO: Great news congratulations
sir ..



10/9/18, 23:39 - K K Goyal MSME: Sincere, dedicate and hard
work never go waste.
***********

